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He is the future king of their country. Brian and Margaret find out that there is a plot against Edward. Their task is to visit
places where the intrigue is preparing to happen and to find the plans and the proves for that, so that rioters would be
taken to the court.

Initially an Augustinian friar, Luther came to reject several teachings and practices of the Roman Catholic
Church. His refusal to retract all of his writings at the demand of Pope Leo X in and the Holy Roman Emperor
Charles V at the Diet of Worms in resulted in his excommunication by the Pope and condemnation as an
outlaw by the Emperor Jean de La Fontaine Share Infuse your life with action. Make your own future. Make
your own hope. Make your own love. And whatever your beliefs, honor your creator, not by passively waiting
for grace to come down from upon high, but by doing what you can to make grace happen Bradley Whitford
Share True happiness is Lucius Annaeus Seneca Share Darkness comes. In the middle of it, the future looks
blank. The temptation to quit is huge. You are in good company You will argue with yourself that there is no
way forward. But with God, nothing is impossible. He has more ropes and ladders and tunnels out of pits than
you can conceive. John Piper Share Fear keeps us focused on the past or worried about the future. If we can
acknowledge our fear, we can realize that right now we are okay. Right now, today, we are still alive, and our
bodies are working marvelously. Our eyes can still see the beautiful sky. Our ears can still hear the voices of
our loved ones.
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The Once and Future King is a work by T. H. White based upon Le Morte d'Arthur by Sir Thomas Malory. It was first
published in It was first published in It collects and revises shorter novels published from to , with much new material.
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Opinions expressed by Forbes Contributors are their own. As anyone that works in media is aware, including me and my
team, the industry is in a state of major change. With daily reports of.

Is Cash No Longer King? These innovations are encouraging cashlessness across communities worldwide.
Cash will likely become less popular, thanks to the high cost of using cash and the growing array of
alternatives. But I expect it will remain with us forever. Reliance on cash is quite uneven across the world.
Even some highly advanced countries, such as Japan, are still highly reliant on cash. Cash usage in the U. In ,
cash usage in the U. Concerns about social equity offer one motivation for lawmakers to push for cashless
alternatives. Is the Fed Fighting the Trump Rally? Such fees include those charged for payday lending,
buy-here-pay-here auto loans and check cashing. The unbanked have a five times higher risk of paying cash
access fees on payroll and EBT cards. A world without cash A combination of public and private initiatives
are currently chipping away at the global predominance of cash, with some countries moving more quickly
than others. Sweden , already high on the cashlessness scale, may become the first country to come close to a
truly cashless state. Cards also become more popular in the s, when banks also started charging a fee for
checks. The app, Swish, developed by the major banks, is widely used today for digital money transfers by
nearly half the population. Many businesses discourage use of cash, and retailers are legally allowed to refuse
cash. In several other countries, governments are experimenting with innovative digital alternatives. The plan
is to store cash on computer chips, enabling the transfer of money between chips through encrypted messages.
Consider Somaliland, one of the poorest countries in the world. Their initial aim was to root out corruption
and illegal activity funded by cash. New and 2, rupee banknotes were issued, so consumers had to go to a bank
and exchange their demonetized currency. However, despite the surge in mobile payments after
demonetization, cash in India remains resilient. The future of cash What explains the resilience of cash,
despite its costs and a growing array of alternatives? Cash is unique among payment instruments in that
anyone can transact, any time, any place, with no third parties involved. With this freedom comes strong
privacy protection. Currency neither knows nor cares who holds it or when and where a transaction occurred.
People have a visceral sense of security when they have cash with them. These thresholds will, of course,
evolve as our societies become more digitally native. However, old habits and perceptions take a long time to
turn over. Some merchants will resist the costs of new equipment or fees that accompany cash alternatives.
The human connection with cash will be hard to break. Though cash may become less popular, rest assured
that there will always be someone who will stop you in the street asking for directions to the nearest ATM.
This article originally appeared The Conversation. Read more from the Conversation:
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The work explores human nature regarding power and justice. As the young Arthur becomes king, he attempts
to quell the prevalent "might makes right" attitude with his idea of chivalry, even as he foresees the
ascendancy of another form of might, namely legal prowess in the courtroom, and a form of fascism outside
the courtroom. Hic iacet Arthurus, rex quondam, rexque futurus or "Here lies Arthur, king once, and king to
be. Though Arthur, if he existed at all, would have ruled some time around the 6th century, the book is set
around the 14th century and Arthur is portrayed as a Anglo-Norman rather than a Briton , and the actual
monarchs of that period are referred to as "mythical". The book is divided into four parts: Much of the
contents of this book appears in the first part of The Once and Future King. Each of the transformations is
meant to teach Wart a lesson, which will prepare him for his future life. Merlyn instills in Arthur the concept
that the only justifiable reason for war is to prevent another from going to war and that contemporary human
governments and powerful people exemplify the worst aspects of the rule of Might. Neither the ant nor goose
episodes were in the original Sword in the Stone when it was published as a stand-alone book. The original
novel also contains a battle between Merlyn and sorceress Madam Mim that was not included in The Once and
Future King but was included in the Disney film. While the young king suppresses initial rebellions, Merlyn
leads him to envision a means of harnessing potentially destructive Might for the cause of Right: However, the
tale gradually changes tone until "Ill-Made Knight" becomes more meditative and "The Candle in the Wind"
finds Arthur brooding over death and his legacy. Arthur evolves from a fallible but inquisitive and enthusiastic
youth "the Wart" to an individualised and psychologically complex man. He is also intensely introspective and
obsessively insecure, traits which lead to bouts of self-loathing. Merlyn lives through time backwards, making
him a bumbling yet wise old man who is getting younger. Similarly, Sir Bors who White explicitly labels "Sir
Bors the misogynist " is depicted as so devoted to his religious dogma that he is willing to do harm unto others
and the world around him rather than risk sacrificing his purity. White allows Sir Thomas Malory, in the form
of a young page named Tom, to have a cameo appearance towards the end of the final book. Due to his living
backwards, Merlyn makes many anachronistic allusions to events in more recent times; of note are references
to World War II, telegraphs, tanks, and "an Austrian who â€¦ plunged the civilized world into misery and
chaos" i. Reception[ edit ] Floyd C. Gale praised "The Sword in the Stone" as "blithely comic and entirely
delightful", stating that it was "in utter contrast to the mounting tragedy" of the other three volumes of the
series. I can hardly imagine that any mature, literate person who has read the book would disagree with this
estimate. White is a great writer. The movie adds a more comical side to the original story, including song and
dance, as in most Walt Disney films. Incidental music for the serial was specially composed by Benjamin
Britten. It is mentioned again in " Ultimate Comics: In the " Ultimate X-Men " comics, the book is a metaphor
for Magneto , an extremely powerful mutant terrorist. Film[ edit ] George A. At the end of the film, Xavier is
using the book as a teaching tool.
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And besides, it is easier to build monuments than to make a better world. We must let Hines speak to us as we
try to overcome the fear and cynicism that says there is no such thing as a better world. For King is related to
all who are called upon to help create the twenty-first century. Still, Hines is right: Something in us wants that
triumphant, sun-drenched hero to stay right there, so that we can almost worship, not only him, but those
words that he spoke. So often the act of worshiping becomes a process of denying life itself. The hard work of
creating the twenty-first century demands something else from us -- and from King. Those of us who want to
create a twenty-first century marked by justice and compassion in this nation need a hero who is not always
triumphant -- who also works in the shadow times of fear, tragedy, betrayal, and death. They are all too much
of our life; we need somebody who knows the way we walk, not a plaster-of-Paris somebody on top of a
pedestal. If we are going into the twenty-first century, we need somebody who insists on going right on
through the storm, through the night, doing the work that has to be done. We need to take a new look at King
-- at the King who presses us beyond the March on Washington. Perhaps if we follow King carefully enough,
we will realize that the official statement of the March on Washington in said, "This is a march for jobs and
freedom. If we keep going with King, we can more adequately take on the issues of our coming century. For
instance, we may understand how King went out from the sunlight of the Mall to retrace his steps back to
Birmingham, Alabama. There, just three weeks later, he was forced to deal with the fact that white terrorist
bombers had destroyed a church -- and the lives of four children. If we keep going with King, we go into some
very tough places. So I want to wonder out loud: How do you deal with that? I would like us to move with
King in such a way that we take on the difficult questions that a woman or a man has to deal with when trying
to give leadership in transforming a society that usually does not want to be transformed. If we follow King
closely enough, we might even get to the fall of and read again what Coretta King had to say about that day in
November when they sat before their television screen in that house on Sunset Street in Atlanta, and she and
Martin watched the somber and elegant processions that followed the assassination of President John F. I keep
telling you, this is a sick society. Last January, I was at a middle school in Denver. I was talking to the
youngsters about the King who kept going in spite of the dangers. Afterward, one young man about thirteen
came walking up to me and said, "Now, listen here, Dr. He had work to do! Indeed, if we want to stay with
King, we must also face those issues. In the summer of we would follow King as he gets the word that three
young freedom workers in Mississippi were missing, probably dead. What King does then is remarkable. After
all, he had almost nothing to do with the organizing of Mississippi Summer, but when he heard that three boys
were missing and probably dead, he immediately got up and went there. But of course, to follow King is to
find the glory times as well. One of my favorite times with King is in Selma, Alabama. The people gathered
there included some wonderfully crazy and bodacious adventurers from SNCC the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee , who were the shock troops of the nonviolent revolution of this country. They had
started plowing the ground in that place and had invited, of all people, Malcolm X to come down and spend
some time with them in February It is simply fascinating what Malcolm wanted to do when he came to Selma
in No great big speech burning white folks and black Christians and all kinds of other folks that he could burn
so well, and often justifiably. No, Malcolm came to Selma and said, "I want to talk to Dr. Instead, he went to
talk with Coretta. And he said, "Mrs. King, will you tell Dr. King that I had planned to visit with him in jail? I
really did come thinking that I could make it easier. I would like us to follow fast enough, far enough, deep
enough, past the sunshine of the Mall and consider what it meant for King and Malcolm to be possibly
complementary forces in the same struggle. What it meant to them, what it meant to black people, what it
meant to this country, and what it meant to the people who thought they owned this country, to have these two
men coming closer together. The only way that they could come together was for them to break loose from
their older base communities and take great new risks. And everybody remembers, too, that there is no
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pilgrimage, there is no dance, there is no facing the powers of injustice without there also being more martyrs.
King had to deal with that. I keep seeing him in those post-Mall days constantly being reminded of the cost of
personal and social transformation, and I think it is necessary that we face those costs and ask ourselves, "Now
what do we do? Do we chill out and look for safety and security? Or do we accept the fact that we have work
to-do? A ten-year cycle had been completed: And possibly to get a university professorship, which he always
thought about in some back part of his mind. At the end of that fifty miles of marching through danger, at the
end of those five days on the road, at the end of these ten years of his career, he gets to Montgomery, and can
you imagine this? Martin King does not say, "Now I am ready to hang it up, and now we can rest. Now we
have got to face the Northern cities. Now, we have got to face the tremendous exploitation of poor people in
the urban centers of our nation. I would like us to be there when Lyndon Baines Johnson signs the act that
does so much to transform the political system of this country, an act purchased in blood, developed by poor,
so-called powerless people. But afterward, they sit and talk and Martin looks around at the burning buildings
and asks, "What are you hoping to accomplish here? What did you win? From my perspective, one reason we
have to follow King out into those strange places that he goes is that the man shows that he is really sort of
crazy by the stuff that he tries. For instance, after that magnificent victory in the South, King is crazy enough
to take seriously what he has said to the people. Those who talk about King the great orator, do not
understand: King was not simply a great orator -- he was a great mover of himself and others through terrible
situations. He could orate because he had moved. By January , he leaves Alabama and goes to Chicago.
Anybody who goes to Chicago in January when she or he has the chance to be in Alabama must be a little bit
off-center. But if you consider where the center of this country is now, and will be in the twenty-first century,
you know we need as many eccentrics as possible. And that was King --off to Chicago in the winter. Off not
just to the South side of Chicago, where some very important people lived, but off to West Lawndale, one of
the toughest, most needy places you could find in Chicago. There we hear King speaking a word that is most
unpopular at the end of the twentieth century: If King is to speak for them truly, then his voice must reflect
their voice. It, too, must be alienated and it is likely to be increasingly at odds with the rest of American
society. From that point on, they accelerated their attempt to subvert the life and work of one of the greatest
lovers of American democracy that the nation has ever produced. At the same time, as we listen to the new
voice of King and observe him carefully, we have to recognize that this man was dealing with deep hungers,
deep needs, deep weaknesses in his own life. If we can look at him closely, avoid the voyeurism of modern
television, and try to see him with both integrity and compassion, we realize that in one terrible motion he is
both damning and redeeming himself again and again and again. King knows this, but with generosity of
spirit, he keeps walking with Stokely. And a young teenager comes up to King and says, "I hope you
understand, now, Dr. King, you were trying to get us to love white people before we loved ourselves. Because
when King heard it, he must have also heard a friend of his saying, "Love your neighbor as you love yourself.
Healthy self-love is a religious imperative. When King began to speak out on Vietnam, it was not a popular
movement. He risked a great deal --including, I am convinced, his life. He knew that the poor of this country
were being sent to destroy the poor of that country; he could not be silent in the face of such tragedy. Finally,
there are two more things that I want to suggest we must deal with as we move with King through the urban
explosions of the late s. As he was going through that experience, he had to figure out the question constantly:
I suspect the twenty-first century will need a lot of challenging of the policy makers, not with words but with
deeds. Where else can this Ph. Everybody else knows what Ph. He thought that they were for serving garbage
men. And I call your attention to that because, as Martin used to say, we need more Ph. The last word of all is
in many ways the most painful one, but we must go with King far enough finally to be able to face the fact -the hard, necessary fact -- that there is a very strong likelihood that the agencies of our own federal
government were deeply involved in his assassination. Now what do you do with that? And we are the ones
who must do it. We the people must redeem our land and remake America --again and again and again. The
whole future of America depends upon the impact and influence of Martin Luther King, through us, remaking
America again and again. Vincent Harding talked to us about what is prophetic and what is transcendent,
about what looks forward and sees the future and guides that future because it is called from a transcendent
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spiritual space. He was asking us to remember Christ during the agony in the garden and not just the Christ of
the resurrection. He asked us to remember the pain and the acceptance of pain, self-doubt and the courage of
perseverance. He says that educational institutions do an excellent job, after all is said and done, of training the
rational mind. We have even gotten better at addressing the emotional development of students.
Chapter 6 : The Future Kingz (@thefuturekingz) â€¢ Instagram photos and videos
June 14 (King World News) - The macro event du jour was the ECB meeting, and it turns out that Mario Draghi was
more dovish than expected. While he did announce they would be ending QE this year, he signaled that rate hikes
would be far off into
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Chapter 8 : What does Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., predict for the future of American society? | eNotes
Burger King is a fast food restaurant chain that had at least one location in Hill Valley in Contents[show] History A
Burger King restaurant on John F. Kennedy Drive was adjacent to Doc's garage and, judging from the number of Burger
King wrappers on the floor of his residence, he ate from.
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